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 How We Write Plagues 
 
One advantage of writing about historical pandemics is that they have already occurred. 
From where I sit, as I listen to the loudspeaker on the council truck telling me to stay 
indoors, it is impossible to know what direction the COVID-19 crisis will take. Certainly, 
aspects of the virus’ social impact have mirrored the trajectory of previous pandemics. 
Back in February, people in France began circulating the phrase Je ne suis pas un virus, 
protesting acts of violence against Asian communities and resisting the well documented 
tendency for societies to target ethnic minorities as scapegoats for epidemic disease. The 
President’s labeling of COVID-19 as the ‘Chinese virus’ aroused similar protest in the 
United States.1 At an armed rally at the state house in Lansing, MI, armed protesters 
demanded the reopening of businesses despite public health advice to the contrary, an act 
that raised familiar questions about the freedom of the individual versus the health of the 
collective in times of health crisis. Here in Boston, anti-lockdown protesters assembled at 
the Massachusetts State House on May 4, chanting ‘ ‘no more dictatorship’ – language 
congenial to Boston’s history of colonial rebellion, though not especially fitting to the 
crisis at hand. Just one day earlier, a banner had flown over the buildings of Manhattan 
with the words CAPITALISM IS THE PANDEMIC. Whether the virus will redistribute 
power and become, in Walter Scheidel’s words, a ‘great leveler’, remains to be seen.2  
 Given that we have frequently been reminded that we are facing a pandemic of 
historic proportions, it is natural that people have turned to history for perspective. Daniel 
Defoe’s journalistic account of plague in London in 1665, A Journal of the Plague Year 
(1722), has catapulted to an unlikely relevance, promoted on the publisher’s website as 
the ‘surprise “must-read” for people facing the COVID-19 epidemic’. Thucydides’ 
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description of Athens’ experience of the plague in 430 BC has made news in The 
Economist, The Washington Post and The Guardian. Historical accounts of plagues are 
regularly being called upon to offer advice to the present. Yet not all plagues are alike. 
Historians have rightly protested about parallels being made between COVID-19 and the 
AIDS crisis, since the current emergency response contrasts damningly with the Reagan 
government’s protracted silence and willful ignorance throughout the 1980s.3 One 
problem is the word ‘plague’ itself, a term too suggestive of sin to represent the 
devastating impartiality of viral disease. ‘Plagues’, Susan Sontag wrote in AIDS and its 
Metaphors (1988), are ‘inflicted, not just endured’. She argued that the term imposed 
additional burdens on patients, who were portrayed as suffering some punishment, and 
could not simply be ill.4 To speak of ‘plagues’ in the plural also suggests a common 
experience across time, a regular and shared event. Literary accounts of the plague do 
indeed share many common tropes. Yet there are important differences in the way 
communities have responded to outbreaks in different eras, and significant divergences in 
the meaning of disease. Accounts of plagues understandably arouse interest during a 
pandemic, but they are apt to mislead us, because the plagues so often look the same.   
 One unshakable constant is the analogy between the body and the state, the ‘body 
politic’. As has long been recognized, the symbol surfaces across many, unrelated world 
cultures.5 In seeking to explain a unity composed of many parts, human beings have 
tended to look to the most immediate parallel – themselves. Although it has been invoked 
famously to justify hierarchies within the state (Livy, Shakespeare, Hobbes), the image 
seems to resonate most intuitively when it conceptualizes danger, when the ‘health’ of the 
state is threatened by ‘infection’ or ‘disease’. In 2009, psychologists asked 69 
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undergraduates at the University of Arizona to read a popular science article describing 
the health threat posed by air-borne bacteria. Immediately afterwards, they asked the 
students to read a description of US immigration policy. One group read a version of the 
article filled with bodily metaphors (America ‘experienced a growth spurt’), whereas the 
other half read a version with more neutral phrasing (‘increased numbers’). Sure enough, 
when the groups were surveyed afterwards, those who had read the article filled with 
bodily metaphors expressed agreement with more restrictive immigration policies, and 
expressed more negative views of immigration in general. The body politic metaphor, 
this study suggests, is particularly effective when it arouses our fear of boundaries being 
violated. Rather than being drawn to the heart or soul of the state, we seem to be drawn, 
even subconsciously, to its protective skin.6   
 Closely related is the rhetoric that recasts public health as a war against a foreign 
enemy. In her remarkable book Flexible Bodies, written during the Gulf War, the 
anthropologist Emily Martin demonstrates how pervasively images of warfare have 
permeated scientific and popular understandings of the body. Our visions of internal 
processes – our immune ‘defenses’, our ‘killer cells’, our ‘fight’ against infection – are so 
innately connected to war that it seems natural to think of our bodies as a permanent 
battleground. Similarly, governments frequently present responses to health crises as a 
battle against a humanized, foreign enemy, partly because it is easier to conceptualize 
decisive action against something external to ourselves, and partly because it makes it 
easier to cast blame. ‘Popular publications’, wrote Martin in 1994, ‘depict the body as the 
scene of total war between ruthless invaders and determined defenders’, although some 
of researchers in Martin’s study resisted this military metaphor, out of concern that it 
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contributed to a spirit of belligerence inundating public life.7 I note that in the letter sent 
to households by the Trump administration in April 2020 to describe the CARES 
(Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security) Act, the government is said to be 
waging ‘total war on an invisible enemy’. A public health crisis is presented as an attack 
on something foreign, and a medical emergency calls for a military-style response. The 
wording is straight out of the pandemic playbook.  
 Two exciting and quite different new books make the case that classical literature 
had a role in creating that playbook, arguing that our culture’s tendency to associate 
disease with war was shaped by classical antiquity. In Pestilence and the Body Politic in 
Latin Literature (2019), Hunter H. Gardner argues that the Romans already conceived of 
the plague narrative as a bundle of familiar tropes. Faced with the everyday reality of 
epidemic disease, Latin authors nonetheless developed a highly conventional mode of 
narrating such events. Accounts of plague were written less for medical purposes than as 
a vehicle for debate, as writers repeatedly staged ethical dramas in which the ‘concerns of 
the individual must be weighed against those of the collective’ (4). In The Deaths of the 
Republic: Imagery of the Body Politic in Ciceronian Rome (2020), Brian Walters 
demonstrates that images of violence and disease were an omnipresent part of political 
rhetoric in the last days of the Roman Republic. The metaphor of the state’s sickness and 
death was not tied to any particular faction or event. It was a convenient means for 
attacking one’s enemies, while at the same time obscuring acts that were unconstitutional 
or ethically dubious. Images of the state being wounded or diseased, as Walters puts it, 
‘filled the persuasive void where deeper theorization failed’ (72). Neither book fits 
comfortably into the current genre of texts that seek wisdom or advice from the ancients 
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about what to do in a plague. Both suggest, instead, that the politicization of public health 
has its roots in the very texts to which classicist might look for consolation: the accounts 
of illness in Cicero, Lucretius, Virgil, and Ovid. 
     _____ 
  
Hunter H. Gardner’s first book, a sophisticated study of time in Latin love elegy, ended 
with a grotesque image of decay. She ended that work with the eponymous courtesan of 
Émile Zola’s Nana (1880), who succumbs to smallpox and becomes ‘a heap of puss and 
blood, a shovelful of putrid flesh’. As Gardner explains, in both Augustan Rome and in 
nineteenth-century France, the courtesan was valued because she offered men a fantasy 
of delaying their life course. But once the courtesan’s own time had passed, she sped to 
her mortal end, her ‘horrific decomposition’ signifying the ‘excesses of the Second 
Empire’.8 If decomposition was the coda to that book, it is the overarching theme of this 
one. Pestilence and the Body Politic in Latin Literature begins with a helpful account of 
ancient medical and scientific explanations of contagious disease. Long before microbial 
awareness, doctors and philosophers attributed outbreaks of contagion to particles or 
‘seeds’ in the air, or more generally to atmospheric corruption (miasma). Latin authors in 
particular also emphasized the dangers of proximity to the ill (our words ‘contagion’ and 
‘contact’ are both etymologically related to the Latin word ‘to touch’, tangere).9 After 
surveying a series of modern accounts of plague in Antonin Artaud, Michel Foucault, and 
René Girard, Gardner proceeds to close readings of plagues in a series of authors: Livy, 
Lucretius, Virgil, and Ovid; more briefly Lucan, Seneca, and Silius Italicus.  
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 Gardner’s most striking achievement is her persuasive articulation of a unified set 
of images that run throughout the Latin plague tradition. Irrespective of the pathology of 
particular diseases, she demonstrates, Roman authors tend to depict the effects of 
contagion as a process of liquefaction. In this repeated plague formula, loss of boundaries 
within the body then threatens a loss of identity, as the borders of the individual dissolve. 
Humans become faceless doubles of one another, unrecognizable corpses or formless 
blobs. In response, there is a heightened attachment to familial ties: people strive to hold 
on to sons, mothers, gods, or rituals in a vain attempt to forestall their own oblivion. 
Finally, after mass death, society undergoes a ‘fresh start’. Political rearrangement 
occurs, either in positive terms as the equalization of a previously hierarchical social 
order, or in negative terms as an intensification of state control and the production of 
new, more pliant citizens. By repeating this set of tropes, Roman authors retrospectively 
transform the chaotic upheaval of epidemic disease into a cultural rite of passage. Poets 
and historians also frequently describe the natural world in plague time as a perverse 
Golden Age, an era free from agriculture or commerce. Edenic in its emptiness, the Earth 
is reclaimed by nature as its own. Gardner subtly and inventively traces the manipulation 
of these tropes throughout Latin literature, and then argues for their ‘transmission’ in a 
series of later texts, including Defoe’s Journal, Mary Shelley’s roman à clef The Last 
Man (1826), and George A. Romero’s zombie film Night of the Living Dead (1968). 
 Plague was frequently imagined in antiquity as having the power to transform 
political and religious life, as Gardner shows in her contrasting chapters on Livy and 
Lucretius. Over twenty epidemics appear in the extant books of Livy’s history of Rome. 
Gardner argues that Livy rearranges chronology in order to represent innovations in 
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Rome’s civic and religious institutions as responses to the shared experience of epidemic 
disease. Episodes of contagion bring class tensions to the surface, but also force the state 
to ‘acknowledge a kind of elasticity’ that ultimately promotes cultural and political 
change (62, 75). Turning to Lucretius, Gardner cites the classic article by Steele 
Commager, who demonstrates the symbolic potential of the Plague of Athens at the end 
of Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura. Lucretius detracts from the anatomical specificity of 
Thucydides’ account of plague, transforming the episode instead into an exploration of 
misguided psychological states. Human beings’ vain clinging to their lives and 
possessions epitomizes the antitype of Epicurean enlightenment.10 Gardner observes that 
Lucretius emphasizes decomposition in particular, and the many verbal repetitions in his 
Latin highlight victims’ ‘fundamental similarity in death’ (96). The final, dispiriting lines 
of Lucretius’ poem show mourners heaping their relatives on other people’s pyres, 
brawling with each other in an effort to bury their dead. Gardner argues that the 
dissolution of boundaries between individuals recalls the specific horror of civil war, a 
conflict in which we end up fighting doubles of ourselves. I was reminded of aspects of 
medical rhetoric described by Emily Martin in Flexible Bodies: the use of the immune 
system in the 1990s as a popular image to encourage citizens to accept an economic 
culture of forced adaptability and change, and the representation of autoimmune disease 
as a kind of civil war. Classical plague narratives may not be the direct origin of this 
rhetoric, but they may have fostered our pervasive tendency to connect body, battle, and 
the state.11 
 The aftereffects of epidemic disease are the focus of chapters on Virgil and Ovid, 
in which Gardner notes a recurring pattern of interlocking ideas. A thematic movement 
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from plagues to insects is a means for both poets to reflect upon the transition between 
different forms of political arrangement in the Roman state. Virgil echoes Lucretius in 
describing the plague among cattle at the end of the third book of the Georgics, 
intensifying the imagery of liquefaction (p. 124). Then, in Georgics 4, he describes the 
community of bees. Lacking any individual identity, the bees function as a unit, even 
when sick. Ovid repeats the plagues-to-insects pattern, relating the story of the 
Myrmidons in Metamorphoses 7 (lines 490-660). Plague ravages King Aeacus’s subjects 
in Aegina (again, the people liquefy). Aeacus prays to Jupiter to restore his populace, and 
a new race is born from the ants crawling over the rotting corpses. These new men are 
good soldiers and hard workers, like ants, and they lack any individuality or history of 
their own. Gardner ingeniously reads the tale as an allegory of the production of new 
forms of political subject during and after plagues. Ovid’s text, she argues, foreshadows 
Foucault’s analysis of quarantine as a technique of social control: states maintain our 
health, but at the cost of radically expanding the homogenizing forces that keep us in 
check. Ant-people born from the trauma of plague represents a particular kind of political 
fantasy in the Augustan age: a populace newly ready to be controlled.12 
 The connection between body and state is dominant throughout Gardner’s 
analysis and exemplified in various ways. But one of her most persistent claims is that 
plague in Latin literature is a means of exploring the specific horror of civil war, both as a 
foundational trauma for Rome (Romulus’ killing of Remus) and in the crises that led to 
the end of the Republic. Overwhelmingly, Gardner interprets scenes of illness as 
reminders of those events. To cite just one example, when Virgil describes a bull grieving 
over its brother bull in the Georgics, she argues that the poet ‘prompts us to convert the 
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sufferings of disease into those of civil war’ (130).  Some of these links are more 
persuasive than others. In Lucretius, people ‘sweat with blood’ (sanguine sudare) due to 
both ambition (5.1129) and disease (6.1147-8). Gardner argues that phrase’s reoccurrence 
‘strengthens the plague’s association with civil strife’ (99). In Lucretius’ sixth book, men 
are ‘struggling’ (certantes, 6.1247) to bury their dead. Gardner argues that the image 
mirrors an earlier one in poem: men engage in a ‘struggle of wits’ when jockeying for 
political gain (certare ingenio, 2.11), an echo that ‘ties the pathologies of the plague to 
those of the Roman political order’ (104). At other points, literary history makes the link. 
Since Lucretius imitates the plague account of Thucydides, and since that plague 
occurred in the context of the Peloponnesian War, and since that war was fought between 
Greeks and other Greeks, we can find ‘hints of Rome’s internal conflict’ in Lucretius’ 
account of the plague (117). Gardner’s larger point is that there is a creeping contagion of 
discourse within Latin literature, an instability that provokes readers to see ‘civil 
war’ wherever the text says ‘plague'. But some of these links are very approximate, as is 
the language used to describe them. Narratives of epidemic disease are ‘imbued’ with the 
‘colors of civic strife’ (117). They are ‘fringed’ with reminders of war (121). We ‘brush 
up against’ their political context while reading them (132). 
 There are also intriguing divergences between scientific and metaphorical 
accounts of plague in Gardner’s account. Lucretius clearly explains what he thinks causes 
epidemic disease: diseased particles (or ‘seeds’) gather and cause atmospheric corruption, 
which rains down on us in droplets, or emanates as moisture up through the soil (6.1090-
1102). Yet Gardner also argues that Lucretius ‘constructs a causal relationship between 
contagious disease and internal strife’ (117). Do particles cause disease, or politics? In 
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Gardner’s account, Livy similarly creates a ‘causal link’ between the outbreak of disease 
and the unjust distribution of political offices (117), and Virgil ‘figuratively locates the 
plague’s origins in bloodshed’ (123). Contemporary experience shows us that the 
meanings that are attached to bodies – whether bodies are stigmatized, beautiful, 
dispensable – are inextricable from our political worlds. But plague is so invariably a 
figure for civil war in Gardner’s analysis that its reality as disease sometimes fades from 
view. It may be that the ‘body politic’ is simply too productive a heuristic tool. Locked 
into analogy, the body always has to signify something else.  
Ultimately then, what are plague narratives for? In Gardner’s account, they are 
not necessarily for narrating plagues. As she demonstrates, accounts of pestilence in Latin 
literature constitute a coherent tradition, unified by conventions for describing disease 
and its effects on the body. In her book’s emphasis on the continuity (and artificiality) of 
plague narratives, it contrasts sharply with a work like Kyle Harper’s The Fate of Rome, 
which gamely plucks through literary, theological, and documentary evidence to try to 
reconstruct the distinctive symptoms and dissemination patterns of diseases that 
devastated Antonine and Late Antique Rome.13 Pestilence and the Body Politic argues 
instead that Latin authors used descriptions of plague to ask a set of ethical questions – 
questions about the boundaries that define us, and about the ease with which those 
boundaries can be dissolved. Her authors’ constant weighing of individual versus 
collective also reminds us of our own relationship with our communities during a time of 
contagious disease. We could, as Eula Biss writes in On Immunity, think of our bodies as 
frontier homesteads, isolated outposts that we tend either badly or well. Or, in light of our 
ability to pass contagion on to others, and in keeping with the insect imagery in Gardner’s 
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book, we could think of ourselves as bees. In our community as in theirs, the health of the 
individual helps to determine the health of the entire hive.14  
     _____ 
 
Brian Walters’ book takes the same metaphor as its starting point, but its object is 
critically to assess ancient descriptions of humans as diseased or disease-bearing, a 
rhetoric that was used to stigmatize individuals and groups in antiquity, as it has been in 
other eras. The Deaths of the Republic: Imagery of the Body Politic in Ciceronian Rome 
is a sharply focused study of imagery of violence and illness in the political language of 
the mid-first century BC. The notion that Rome was a body that could become ill was a 
rhetorical commonplace, stretching back to our earliest literary texts in Latin and 
‘universally invoked’ by historians, philosophers, and – especially – orators. But it was 
not merely a metaphor, since its power depended upon the everyday experience of 
wounding and sickness in the ancient world. With a keen eye for detail, Walters recounts 
memorable occasions in which metaphor and reality seemed to merge: Q. Mucius 
Scaevola Augur, infirm and leaning on his spear, hobbling forth to fight for the health of 
the state (27); Porcia gashing her leg with a barber’s knife to prove her unflinching 
commitment to political ideals (75). The rhetoric was also used to incite real violence. 
Once individuals were identified with disease, or once they were considered a 
contaminant in their communities, their deaths could be justified, even necessary. Walters 
says that he struggled to finish the book because he was so consumed by watching the 
rhetoric he studied play out in the contemporary news cycle (xiii). In fact, he finished it 
just in time.  
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 The Deaths of the Republic devotes much of its analysis to collecting and 
contextualizing the various forms of maiming, wounding, torture, surgery and 
bloodletting that orators accused their opponents of inflicting on the Roman state. The 
exact meaning of those images was endlessly reinterpretable. Cicero and his 
contemporaries frequently turned to images of Rome being wounded and diseased when 
they denounced civil war, but ‘predictions of the republic’s death were equally common 
in a myriad of less dire circumstances as well’ (80). Indeed, Cicero commented that his 
own exile was the republic’s ‘greatest wound’ (72; Pro Sestio 31). The metaphor, argues 
Walters, was also the property of no particular faction. Sulla could cast himself as the 
‘health’ (salus) of the state, and descriptions of Marius as ‘plague-bearing’ may reflect a 
Sullan tradition of events; but Cicero and Sallust could both cast Sulla himself (with 
varying degrees of directness) as a source of disease (22, 41-2). Nor, Walters maintains, 
is it possible to trace a firm chronology in uses of the metaphor. The idea that Romans in 
the 50s resorted more frequently to bodily imagery is ‘at most an escalation, hardly a 
development’, and probably a result of which sources have survived (57). Roman authors 
used imagery of national disease to create a sense of urgency in particular crises, and yet 
predictions of Rome’s demise were common, even routine.    
 Walters also argues convincingly that the body-politic metaphor was ‘inherently 
flexible’. We should not underestimate the depth and variety of meanings it could hold 
for different audiences in antiquity. After all, death could generate anger, grief, defiance, 
or terror; scars could inspire revulsion or pride. In turning to Rome’s most famous and 
explicit theorization of the body politic metaphor, Walters emphasizes its ‘dissident 
potential’, its capacity to hold simultaneous and contradictory meanings. According to a 
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story told by Livy and often repeated in later sources, the plebs seceded from Rome in 
494 BC. Fearing further unrest, the senate sent Menenius Agrippa (or in some retellings, 
Manius Valerius Maximus) to persuade them to return. He told them a fable about the 
need for the body to work together. It once happened that the limbs decided to rise up 
against the belly. Resentful that the stomach seemed only to sit and enjoy food, the limbs 
refused to gather any nutrients, eat, or chew. Once they stopped performing their 
functions, they themselves began to be sick. Finally, they realized the role the stomach 
played: not merely absorbing food, the belly digests it and distributes its nutrients as 
blood to the limbs. It is the vital center of bodily order.15  
Apparently this argument persuaded the plebs, but as Walters demonstrates, many 
of its details are counterintutive. Most ancient sources agree that the stomach represents 
the senate; as Walters puts it, the fable imagines the ‘privilege and leisure of the 
senatorial elite as a kind of biological necessity’ (11). But the belly, elsewhere in ancient 
culture pervasively associated with indolence and gluttony, is hardly a natural symbol for 
the senate’s virtues. The fable could easily be spun on its head and turned against those 
whom it is intended to benefit. Moreover, while the fable uses the image of bodily ‘parts’ 
(partes) and ‘members’ (membra) to allegorize the harmony between different classes 
within society, the same words were used pervasively in ancient political thought to 
describe factionalism. To an ancient audience, a society divided into parts is likely to be a 
society at odds with itself (15). Rather than unambiguously articulating an elite vision of 
hierarchy and order, then, the fable contains within it the seeds of popular critique. 
Walters cites the historian of American politics, Eric Foner, who argues that the apparent 
‘universality’ of nineteenth-century American political rhetoric ‘camouflaged a host of 
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divergent connotations and emphases… that were subject to constant challenge and 
redefinition’.16 So too we should not underestimate the capacity of the body politic 
metaphor to voice a variety of perspectives. A fragment of Sallust’s Histories shows the 
tribune C. Licinius Macer recalling the memory of the plebs’ secessions, sympathetically 
urging the people not to offer up their blood for naught. Walters wonders, admittedly 
speculatively, whether Macer’s own lost histories could have provided us with the fable’s 
popular inversion. What if the limbs held out against the stomach after all?  
Stories like this have a long and influential afterlife – this one most famously in 
Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, as well as a host of other Early Modern adaptations.17 Yet The 
Deaths of the Republic reminds us that cultural specificity is equally important when 
assessing the meaning of the body-politic image. It is easy to retroject our own cultural 
categories – including medicine – into the past. Today, politicians are currently 
questioning the authority of doctors to make decisions about the good of the country 
during the pandemic. But doctors have that power because of a widely held belief that 
medical science is an autonomous body of knowledge, beholden not to objective truth 
rather than to politics or opinion. (Referring to our nearly religious faith in a discourse 
that rejects vagaries like religion or faith, Byron J. Good speaks of the ‘soteriology’ of 
biological science in contemporary life).18 By contrast, medicine had little cultural 
authority in Rome. Illness was ubiquitous, but conservative thought viewed medicine as a 
suspicious Greek import, and doctors themselves were typically foreign or enslaved, 
mocked, and viewed with suspicion. When orators speak of healing the state, then, they 
are unlikely to be casting themselves as doctors, since the medicus was a figure that 
carried little cultural authority in Rome. Walters argues that metaphors of healing aimed 
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to identify the speaker not with the professional doctor but with the paterfamilias, the 
father of the Roman family, who was powerfully lodged in ancient consciousness as the 
one who held power over the lives and bodies of his household (33-8). The distinction is 
an important one. Although various figures in Roman culture are regularly spoken of 
figuratively as healers – poets, politicians, even emperors – the power they wield is not 
strictly ‘medical’, but domestic. To speak of Augustus as a medicus, for example, would 
be an improbable mixture of social categories.19  
Walters focuses his study strictly on Latin prose from the mid-first century, and so 
there are some prominent voices missing from this picture. Lucretius, so large a figure in 
Gardner’s description of plague narratives in the same period, is almost entirely absent 
here. Walters cites a wonderful suggestion by Marilyn Skinner about Catullus, poem 44 – 
when he says he has caught a cold from Sestius’ oration ‘full of poison and pestilence’, 
perhaps it is a result of Sestius’ overuse of hackneyed body-politic metaphors – but 
otherwise Catullus is absent, too. And what about non-elite voices? Could the bodily 
slurs of Roman sling bullets (the glandes Perusinae) and graffiti affirm orators’ and 
historians’ equation of national strength with the inviolate body? How does the metaphor 
change when men openly avow weakness or infirmity, as in Horace’s first book of 
Satires? Yet one of the virtues of Walters’ study is its focused attention on Roman 
oratory. Orators could always count on imagery of national disease to stir emotion in 
audiences and mobilize hatred against their enemies. ‘Nothing is more punitive than to 
give a disease a meaning’, wrote Susan Sontag, describing the stigma attaching to 
sufferers of particular illnesses.20 Walters shows us a different but equally punitive 
function of the language of sickness. Romans manipulated bodily metaphors to cast 
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aspersions on their enemies and obscure their own ethically dubious acts. The shared 
experience of vulnerability became a weapon. Humans became contagions, cancers, 
sores. It was a dangerous rhetoric, and one that modernity has not left behind.  
     _____ 
 
Early in the COVID-19 pandemic, Robert Peckham, the Director of the Centre for the 
Humanities and Medicine at the University of Hong Kong, wrote a piece for Times 
Higher Education lamenting the tendency for the Humanities to assume a lesser priority 
when they are most required. He wrote that in 
… arts and humanities, the non-medics are battening down the hatches, waiting 
for the next bulk email advisory from the university’s Task Force on Infectious 
Diseases. The humanities look in, while medicine looks out. After all, what use is 
a humanist when a fever is raging in the house?21 
Peckham described the issues that had been raised in Hong Kong by the health crisis: 
concerns that health policies advanced other political agendas; questions over the 
implications of wearing facemasks in a city in which they had recently been used by 
protesters in anti-government demonstrations; concerns about the increased surveillance 
and control of China. He called for a renewed commitment, internationally, to humanist 
study of the social and cultural factors attending epidemic disease. There is ‘no better 
time for rethinking assumptions than in the midst of a viral storm, when the corollaries of 
history and politics are everywhere apparent, but everywhere denied’. As people who 
study the past, we know that the consequences of plague – indeed, any form of disease –
 are more than biological. The experience of illness has shaped social categories, 
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exacerbated social differences, stimulated literary and artistic expression, and refashioned 
conceptions of the individual and state, body and self. The ongoing health crisis allows us 
to trace these consequences as they occur.  
 How can classicists contribute to this effort? These new books by Gardner and 
Walters, both written before the pandemic but published fortuitously now, do not offer 
guidance from the past about how best to deal with the social or biological effects of 
disease. If we ask ourselves what would Cicero or Virgil do, we might come up short. 
Instead, both these books heighten our sensitivity to how we write plagues. By 
illustrating the various ways in which texts from classical antiquity used illness to ask 
political questions – or converted it into a tool to shame and stigmatize – these books 
encourage a fresh awareness of how we conceptualize illness and its effects on our state 
and ourselves. If bodies are thoroughly politicized, as fields such as anthropology and 
sociology have pervasively explored, then that politics has a history, and Classics can 
encourage a deeper awareness of conceptions and metaphors that seem instinctive, 
obvious, natural. The study of antiquity reminds us that our ideas about our body and 
state are not entirely our own. Those ideas have a past – a past worthy of critical 
investigation. Even during a global pandemic, then, our task as humanists is to question 
while we heal.22  
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